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ABSTRACT 

DP-MS-80-13 

A performance study of five numerical algorithms for 

multidimensional advection-diffusion prediction on mesoscale grids 

has been made. Test problems include transport of point and 

distributed sources and a simulation of a continuous source with 

analytical solutions available to assess relative accuracy. Model 

predictions are also compared with actual measurements of Kr-85 

emitted from the Savannah River Plant (SRP) from 1975 through 1977. 

The particle-in-cell and second-moment algorithms, both of which 

use subgrid resolution coupled with Lagrangian advection, exhibit 

superior accuracy in modeling single source releases. For modeling 

distributed sources, algorithms based on the pseudospectral and 

finite element interpolation concepts exhibit improved accuracy on 

practical discretizations. 

* The information contained in this article was developed during 
the course of work under Contract No. DE-AC09-76SR00001 with the 
U.S. Department of Energy. 
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INTRODUCTION 

A concentrated effort is under way within the modeling 

community to develop and assess state-of-the-art dispersion models 

for prediction of pollutant transport. Primary interest has 

focused on releases to the atmosphere, with additional effort on 

developing sophisticated stream and groundwater models. Both 

analytical and multidimensional numerical models have been 

developed extensively. 

This study addresses the prediction accuracy of five numerical 

models to solve the multidimensional advection-diffusion equation 

for pollutant transport. Model results are compared with both 

simple analytical solutions and with actual Kr-85 data measured to 

approximately 150 km from the the Savannah River Plant (SRP). 

Comparisons of the measured Kr-85 air concentrations with 

predictions from a simple trajectory Gaussian plume model are 

discussed by Pendergast (1979). 

The multidimensional numerical algorithms analyzed in this 

study include: 1) the chapeau function recursion relation, 2) the 

method of second moments, 3) particle in cell, 4) a time-split 

finite element algorithm, and 5) the pseudospectral model. These 

models, except the time-split finite element algorithm, were used 

in a model validation workshop involving nine Department of Energy 

(DOE) funded laboratories and the Kr-85 data base (Pepper, 1981). 
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PROBLEM SPECIFICATION 

The equation governing the multi-dimensional transport of a 

species concentration C(x, t) is 

~ + U•VC = V•(kVC) + S at (1) 

where C is the concentration; U is the vector advection velocity 

field; k is the directionally dependent eddy diffusivity; S 

includes all source and sink terms (deposition, chemical reaction, 

etc.); and t is time. The solution domain is the three-dimensional 

space spanned by x and bounded by the earth's surface, the mixing 

height, and a suitable box surrounding the release point. Coordi-

nate transformation to account for variability between the mixing 

height and surface are discussed by Pepper and Baker (1980). 

Boundary conditions associated with solution to Equation (1) 

are 

z = 0, H: 

-kVC.n = 0 

x, y = 0, n: 

-kVC.n = 0, for U.n >O 

(2a) 

(UC - kVC) .n = UnC for U .n <O (2b) 

where z denotes the vertical direction, x, y are the horizontal 

planes, n is the unit vector normal to the boundary, H is the 

mixing height, and N is the lateral domain extent. 

The velocity field and diffusion coefficient distributions are 

required.for solution of Equations 1 and 2. In this study, the 

velocities are known a priori, and the diffusion tensor is 
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specified by using empirical relations in global coordinates. 

Calculation of the primitive equations of motion to provide the 

wind field may subsequently improve estimates of dispersion 

transport in actual conditions. 

NUMERICAL MODELS 

The numerical models analyzed in this study are state-of-the-

art models for solving the multidimensional transport equation. 

Each model possesses particular assets and limitations to be 

quantized. The inability of any one numerical model to handle a 

particular problem does not preclude its use in alternative 

situations where it may prove to be superior. The current focus is 

to assess each model's ability to accurately calculate simple 

transport processes on practical (i.e., coarse) computational grids 

by comparison to known analytical solutions; subsequent analysis 

with actual (reliable) field data are then undertaken. 

The chapeau function, method of moments, and finite element 

models use fractional steps and time splitting to solve Equation 1. 

This procedure consists of a multiplicative sequence of algorithm 

steps, each based on the solution of the one-dimensional advection-

diffusion equation, 

~ + u ac a (k ac ) + 8 at X ax = a;{ xa;( 
(3) 

The multidimensional capability is produced by repeated operations 

in the other directions. 
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Chapeau Function Recursion Relation (CF) 

The chapeau function recursion relation is established by 

using linear finite element interpolation within the Galerkin 

weighted residual method. The linear interpolant for C(x, t) 1s 

C(x, t) = al(t) + az(t)x (4) 

where a1 and az are unknown time-dependent coefficients. These 

coefficients can be cast as the unknown concentrations of C(x,t) at 

the node coordinates of the discretization of the solution domain 

by an elementary rearrangement of Equation (4): 

C(x,t) = [ 1 - ~' ~ J { Q(t)} (5) 

where ~ is the measure of the mesh parallel to the x coordinate, 

the brace denotes a column matrix, and Q is the nodal value of C. 

For a uniform mesh and constant velocity, and by using the Galerkin 

procedure, the chapeau function recursion relation for Equation (3) is 

1 [. • 
<\-1] 6 Qi-1 + 4Q. + + u [ Q. 1 - Q. 1] 1 -- 1+ 1-

2~ 

-k 
[ Qi+l - 2Q. + Qi:l] + s. = 0 (6) X 

~ 
1 1 

In Equation (6), the superscript dot denotes the time derivative, 

and U and ~x are uniform constants. The generalized relation 

for variable velocity and discretization 1s given in Long and 

Hicks (1975) and Pepper and Baker (1979). 
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Second Moments Model (SM) 

The method of second moments is a quasi-Lagrangian explicit 

scheme which calculates the zeroth, first, and second moments of 

the distribution of C within a cell volume. The technique is 

discussed in Egan and Mahoney (1972) and Pedersen and Prahm (1974). 

The moments correspond to the mean concentration, center of mass, 

and scaled distribution variance, respectively, and are defined by 

the relations (Pedersen and Prahm, 1974) 

Qn+l = LQ~(x.) 
~ ~ 

(7) 

F~+l = LQ~F~ (8) 
~ ~ ~ 

Qn+l 

n+l 
2 LQ~(R~] 2 12 rQ?[F?] 2 -e:Q?[F?] ) 2] (R. ] = + 

1. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ (9) 
Q n+l Q n+l Q n+l 

where xi denotes the displacement of material within the cell i, 

Fi is the first moment, Ri is the second moment, and n+l and n 

denote new and old values, respectively. Scaling parameters, 

which are functions of the first and second moments and the 

Courant number (U~t/Ax) are used to advect the cell in one, two, 

or three directions. Results for simple advection of sin~le and 

multiple cell distributions are given in Pedersen and Prahm (1974). 
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Inclusion of the diffusion terms can be accomplished by a 

number of techniques. Centered differencing 1s generally the 

easiest way to evaluate the second order terms, and is used in 

these tests. However, compact operator schemes and cubic splines 

can be used as well (Pepper and Baker, 1980). 

Particle-in-Cell Model (PIC) 

The particle-in-cell method 1s well known and has been used to 

calculate numerous multidimensional transport problems (Sklarew et 

al., 1971). The PIC method basically divides the calculational 

sequence into Eulerian and Lagrangian steps. Solution of Equation 

3 begins with the calculation of a pseudotransport velocity 

throughout the computational domain. The concentration is defined 

within the cell by particles. Velocities are defined at the 

corners of each cell from which a cell-averaged velocity 1s 

obtained for each particle. The fictitious total velocity, or 

pseudovelocity (U0 ) is then determined as the sum of the average 

real velocity; a (pseudo-) turbulent flux velocity is determined 

from concentration gradients. Once the pseudovelocities are 

obtained, each particle within an individual cell is advected from 

its old position to its new position, viz. 

(10) 

where x denotes the coordinates of the particle, and ~t is the time 

step. The final concentration at the end of the time step is 

calculated by counting the number of particles within each cell 

volume. 
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Time-Split Finite Element Model (TSFE) 

The time-split finite element method, a variant of the con-

ventional finite element algorithm, uses a time-split matrix tech-

nique which retains classical accuracy features, but which signifi-

cantly reduces both computer storage and CPU requirements. The 

method is an extension of the model developed by Baker et al. 

(1978). When using linear interpolation on uniform grids and 

constant velocity, the model yields the chapeau function recursion 

relation. However, simple recursion relation is not apparent for 

nonlinear interpolation, i.e., quadratic and cubic interpolation. 

Likewise, simple linear relations are not possible when represent-

ing nonhomogeneous source terms. 

Following the conventional formalism of recasting the 

advection-diffusion equation by the Galerkin weighted residual 

method and using the Green-Gauss theorem, the matrix ordinary 

differential equation equivalent to Equation 3 is 

sa[[c]e{Q}e + ([u]e + [Kle) {Q}e + {f}e] = [0] (11) 

where Sa is the finite element assembly operator (Baker et al. 

1978), and [C]e, [U]e, and [K]e are the discrete-equivalent 

initial-value, velocity, and diffusion coefficient terms, respec-

tively. The column matrix {f}e interpolates the nonhomogeneous 

source term, S. For the present results, trapezoidal integration 

is used to solve Equation 11 for the time evolution of {Q}e. 

Equation 11 is then recast into the simple matrix form: 
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where [J] is the assembled Jacobian: 

[J] = sa[[c]e + ¥ ([U]e + [K]e)] 

(12) 

(13) 

Rather than evaluating the banded sparse matrix [J], the time-split 

algorithm factors [J] on three-dimensional space as: 

where@signifies the tensor matrix product. Similarly {F} a 

evaluated as the algebraic product of the elementary one-

dimensional interpolations, i.e. 

(15) 

The multidimensional problem solution ~s then accomplished by 

the elementary sequence 

[J ] { Q} = { F (Q)} 
y y 

(16) 

[J ] {Q} n+l = {F (Q)} 
z z 

where {Q} and {Q} are the intermediate solutions. 

Tests by Soliman (1978) show the split-matrix method duplicates 

conventional finite element accuracy, and in some instances yields 

modestly improved accuracy and dispersion error control. A filter-

ing scheme can be imbedded within the algorithm to suppress short-

wave dispersion error, similar to the technique used by Raymond and 

Garder (1976) for chapeau functions. 
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Pseudospectral Model (PS) 

In the pseudospectral approximation, the space derivatives of 

the advection-diffusion equation are computed by using finite 

Fourier transforms (Christensen and Prahm, 1976). The principle 

advantage of this model is that spatial derivatives are accurate 

within the limits to which the material distribution C(x,t) can be 

mathematically defined on the set of grid points, x. The 

derivative at a given grid point is global, i.e., its value ~s 

determined from function values over the entire domain. 

The time dependent Fourier components A(k,t), in three-

dimensional spectral space, are determined from the given distribu-

tion C(x,t) in physical space by 

(17) 

where N1, N2, and N3 are the number of mesh points spanning 

the x, y, and z coordinate directions, i is 1=1, t is time, and k 

is the wave number with scalar components defined as: 

iAn. 
k. = 6x.~' n. = 1, 2, 3, ••• n 

J J J 

(18) 

where nj assumes integer values within the limits, -N/2 < nj < 

N/2. 

After the Fourier components are obtained, the derivatives 

are evaluated directly as 

VC(x,t) =I ik.A(k,t) exp (ik•x), j = 1, 2, 3 
J 

k 

v2c<i,t) = I -k2A(k,t) exp (ik•i) 

k 
- 11 -
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These transforms are performed by using the Fast Fourier Transform 

(FFT) algorithm developed by Cooley and Tukey (1965). The time 

derivative terms are solved by using a three-level leap-frog 

algorithm. 

The basic assumption of periodicity in the Fourier model 

requires special treatment at the boundaries to accommodate advec

tion. The method used in this study is to attenuate C(x,t) within 

two mesh points of the boundary, as done in Christensen and Prahm 

(1976). The problems of "ringing" and aliasing, common to 

spectral models, are suppressed by periodically applying a high

frequency filter. In this procedure, the undesired wavelength is 

selectively cut off without significant distortion of the longer 

wavelength solutions. Chebyshev polynomials alleviate the 

boundary condition constraint of periodicity inherent in the 

Fourier model; however, the overall solution is not as accurate. 

Use of Chebyshev polynomials for atmospheric transport 1s 

discussed by Wengle and Seinfeld (1978). 

ANALYTICAL TESTS 

A sequence of elementary transport tests was conducted to 

characterize model prediction with regards to accuracy and 

efficiency. Test cases were selected for which analytical 

solutions exist for comparison. The first test consists of 

evaluating the five numerical models for accurate one-dimensional 

advection of a single cell and multiple cells of concentration in 

a uniform velocity field. The correct solution is advection of 
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the initial distribution downwind without alteration or lateral 

(computational) diffusion. The Courant number is equal to 0.1, in 

all cases, to minimize temporal truncation error. A 33 x 33 mesh 

is used to descretize the horizontal plane. 

The advection of a single cell of concentration is very 

difficult for most numerical models. Figure 1 summarizes pre

diction of single-cell advection of concentration in one dimension 

at t = 0, t = 20, and t = 50 (non-dimensional time) for each of 

the five models. The dotted line denotes the exact solution (a 

Lagrangian transport of the initial distribution, Xi = Xi-1 

+ U~t). Clearly, the only models which accurately advect the 

single cell are SM and PIC. Both models maintain subgrid scaling 

through use of the Lagrangian advection procedure. The PS model 

maintains the peak distribution shape and generates only a 

moderate amount of numerical dispersion error. The remaining two 

finite element models generate excessive numerical error and 

considerable phase lag. These errors grow with time, as shown by 

the trailing dispersion waves in Figure 1. 

The inability of the finite element model, or any procedure 

based upon local interpolation, to accurately resolve a distri

bution over one grid interval is not surprising. As seen in 

Figure 1, the Lagrangian models, or ones using subgrid resolution, 

are capable of resolving point (cell) releases accurately. In 

order to effectively use interpolation models, a simple Gaussian 

model may be used to calculate early time transport until the 

distribution is spread over several cells. Then the remaining 

three models become quite satisfactory. 
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Figure 2 summar1zes solutions from each model, using a 

Gaussian profile for the initial distribution. The same Courant 

number and mesh descretization was used as in Figure 1; the 

initial distribution corresponds to an area source with a maximum 

value of 100 at the center. In this test, the advected solutions 

are adequately resolved by all models. Neither PIC nor the SM 

model shows any phase lag. The peak value of 100 is maintained by 

the PIC solution. The SM model does suffer unacceptable compu

tational diffusion error when dealing with distributions other 

than cellular-rectangular (Pepper and Long, 1978). The PS model 

maintains the peak concentration and shape without phase lag and 

only minimal dispersion error. The chapeau function solution 

shows some phase lag and relatively large dispersion error, with a 

slight reduction in peak value. This result is not unexpected 

s1nce the model is based on linear interpolation and is fourth

order accurate. The distribution is more accurately advected by 

the quadratic TSFE model. A modest phase lag is evident, but the 

peak value is maintained intact, and the numerical dispersion is 

less severe than in the CF model. 

A multidimensional test corresponds to advection and dif

fusion of emission from a distributed source. A four-cell area 

source 1s created with each cell containing a uniform continuous 

emitting source at 250 gm/m3-sec. The uniform advection 

velocity has a nonzero component parallel to the x-axis (only), 

and diffusion is specified only in the lateral (y) direction. 
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This test is identical to that used by Christensen and Prahm (1976) 

to analyze a 2-D PS model. The Courant number is equal to 0.5, and 

the lateral diffusion coefficient (ky) is equal to 0.1 m2/sec. 

The concentrations are allowed to leave the domain by using a 

vanishing normal derivative outflow boundary condition. The 

analytical comparison results are obtained with a Gaussian solu

tion, assuming Fickian diffusion, after Pedersen and Prahm (1974). 

A summary of the near-field solutions produced by each model 

after 40 hours of continuous emission is presented in Figure 3. 

These distributions correspond to essentially near-field steady 

state, and each displays the symmetries imposed by boundary and 

source data. Values of concentration less than ten (including 

negative values) have been suppressed in all cases except the SM 

model, and all solutions except the PIC algorithm are acceptably 

accurate. Figure 4 presents comparisons of each solution to the 

analytical solution in terms of centerline concentration decay, and 

lateral spread profiles at the last station in Figure 3. The 

apparent large discrepancies in centerline solution at the first 

node downstream of the source are negligible when compared to the 

large slope of the analytical solution. Each model also essential

ly "averages" over the next downstream interval, denoted by the 

dashed line segment in Figure 4. Thereafter, each model except PIC 

accurately captures the centerline decay profile, with the PS model 

being the most accurate. The modest improvement of the TSFE model 

over the CF model is attributed to the use of interpolation for 

{f}e, Equation 11, and sixth order spatial accuracy. 
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The unacceptable performance of the PIC solution 1s directly 

attributable to the number of particles used to model the 

emission. For this solution, 50 particles were injected into the 

domain each hour for each area source. Therefore, the number of 

particles in the solution increases with every time step and 

eventually grows to a very large number, as does the computer time 

to execute the solution. Hence, lack of adequate lateral 

diffusion for the PIC solution is essentially the equivalent of 

coarse-grid inaccuracy. Obviously, the more particles used in the 

PIC model, the more accurate the solution. The accuracy of the 

other four solutions is quite good. 

An exact comparison of solution cost is difficult; neverthe

less, Table 1 shows the "adjusted" estimate of the CPU time 

requirement per solution step for each model. It should be noted 

that the computer codes used to establish each result were not 

optimized, in any sense, and the tabulated numbers could each be 

improved. The SM algorithm 1s least expensive, but cumbersome to 

program. The CF, TSPE, and PS solutions are nominally two, three, 

and four times more costly. The PIC value is an average estimate 

for the entire solution, with the latter time steps considerably 

more expensive. Nevertheless, it appears noncompetitive for this 

problem based on economics, i.e., the number of particles required 

for long-term solution accuracy. 
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TABLE 1 

Model Comparisons-Analtyical Tests 

Method 

SM 
CF 
TSPE 
PS 
PIC 

* IBM 360/195 

CPU Seconds/Step* 

0.10 
0.20 
0.28 
0.44 
2.56 

FIELD DATA COMPARISONS 

The SRP is the Department of Energy's major facility for the 

production of special nuclear materials. SRP, located near 

Augusta, Georgia, includes various nuclear production facilities 

within its 770-km2 site. Kr-85, a byproduct resulting from the 

chemical separations operations of irradiated fuel and target 

elements, is an inert gas with a 10.76-year half-life. Its use as 

a tracer allows atmospheric transport and dispersion effects to be 

analyzed without complications, i.e., wet and dry deposition or 

chemical transformations. 

A joint experiment between the Air Resources Laboratory 

(NOAA) and the Savannah River Laboratory (SRL) was conducted to 

measure the dispersion of Kr-85 from SRP, and to subsequently 

compare model predictions with measured data for mesoscale dis-

distances. Air sampling at 13 locations ranging from 30 to 150 km 

surrounding SRP was begun in March 1975, and continued through 

September 1977. Meteorological data, obtained from instruments 

located on towers at power plants in the southeast and within the 
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SRP, an instrumented TV tower (seven levels), and surrounding 

National Weather Service (NWS) stations were used to measure the 

wind fields over SRP. Figure 5 shows the sampling array, meteoro-

logical towers, and NWS surface stations within 200 km of the 

source. Continuous sampling over this period (including wind and 

temperature data) provided air concentration data over a wide 

range of meteorological conditions, and established a unique data 

base for model verification studies. Data sets consisting of 

measured values were established for annual, monthly, weekly, and 

twice-daily periods. These data sets were used to compare model 

predictions from nine DOE laboratories in a Model Validation 

Workshop hosted by SRL in 1980 (Pepper, 1981). The results of 

the workshop are currently in preparation.* The models ranged in 

sophistication from simple wind rose to complex 3-D models. Only 

the twice-daily data set was used to evaluate the 3-D models. 

Partial results from that study are presented here for four of the 

five 3-D models developed at SRL; the TSFE model is presently 

being reprogrammed for inclusion into the SRL computer management 

system for evaluation with the field data. Only preliminary 

testing of the TSFE model has been completed to date. 

The models were programmed to allow a 33 x 33 mesh with 8 

vertical levels. A uniform grid spacing was used with ~x = ~y = 

3500m; ~z = 100 m. This mesh produces on the order of 104 nodal 

* "Results of the First SRL Model Validation Workshop 
(November 19-21, 1980)", DP-1597; E. I. du Pont de Nemours, 
Savannah River Laboratory. 
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dependent variables and 3 x 104 velocities and nodal coordinates. 

The storage requirements for diffusion coefficients are typically 

in consequential on this scale for a model using fractional step 

techniques, but can become excessive for nonfractional models. 

Table 2 shows the core requirements, program length, and estimated 

cost/hour (based on CPU/time step) for all the models in simulat

ing dispersion within the mesh. The PS model is particularly 

excessive but not overly complicated ~n programming sophistication 

for uniform mesh. While the PIC model appears least expensive, 

more time steps are required to obtain comparable accuracy to the 

other models, i.e., in excess of 104 particles. 

Variable mesh spacing was not utilized in these preliminary 

tests; however, the models were designed to account for surface 

irregularities and changes in mixing height, as done ~n Pepper and 

Baker (1980). The terrain surrounding the release site at SRP 

consists of gently rolling hills, essentially level for most 

practical purposes. The release (stack) height of the Kr-85 is 

62 m above the ground. The mixing height levels were obtained 

from regional rawinsonde and acoustical sounder measurements 

(obtained at SRP); an average of 700 m was found to be appropriate 

for the test periods analyzed. The source location thus appears 

nominally as a point source on the mesoscale grid. The require

ment for coarse grid accuracy is self apparent. 
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TABLE 2 

Model Comparisons - Field Tests 

Core (k-bytes)* Lines Cost/Hour, ($)** 

Sl1 800 970 6 
CF 500 753 7 
TSPE 500 1500 7 
PS 1500 1060 125 
PIC 1100 660 4 

* 33 x 33 x 8 mesh; the PS model requires about 10 sec CPU/time 
step for a three-dimensional simulation. 

** Based on $900/hour rate at 40-50 interpolations/hour of data 
processed. 

Mass consistent wind fields were generated from the local and 

regional meteorological data for the eight levels. Wind fields 

were generated for one hour tUne intervals over the time periods 

analyzed. Two complete 3-D wind fields were always resident in 

storage to facilitate a linear transition from one wind field to 

the next by interpolation according to time progression. Time 

progress1on was controlled by the time step, which was computed 

for each hourly interval based on maximum wind speed during the 

interval. Step size was adjusted to maintain a Courant number 

between 0.1 and 0.2. Figure 6 shows both the initial measured 

wind data and the subsequent mass consistent wind field at 700-m 

and 6-m heights. The mass consistent model is based on the 

technique used by Sherman (1977) and by Pepper and Baker (1980). 
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Figures 7 and 8 show ground level isopleths for two different 

time periods. The numbers in the blocks denote receptor stations. 

Preliminary results with the TSFE model are expected to be 

basically similar to those of the CF model; additional recoding of 

the TSFE model is still under way. The output shown in Figure 8 

~s from only three of the models, due principally to the economics 

of running the PS model. 

Vertical eddy diffusivity in all the models was calculated by 

using fitted curves to Smith's (1973) profiles for stable, 

neutral, and unstable conditions. Smith's curves are based on 

Taylor's statistical theory and empirical data applied as 

K ~ 1 e l/3A 4/3 
E m (20) 

where e is the rate of energy dissipation and ~ is the wave-

length corresponding to maximum energy in the vertical turbulence 

spectrum. 

The horizontal eddy diffusivity was calculated from 

Pasquill's (1974) recommended form 

(21) 

where oA is the standard deviation of the azimuthal wind fluctu

ations, x is downwind (horizontal) distance, ay 2 = 2Kyt, and 

f(x) is an empirical value based on data and corrected for 

sampling time by Doran, Horst, and Nichola (1978). The use of 

this closure scheme for depicting turbulence diffusivity was 
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deliberately kept simple; more sophisiticated relations for 

diffusivity are well known and may be evaluated later. 

Measured versus predicted integral concentrations at specific 

sampling stations are shown in Table 3. The PS model was run only 

for two days because of economics, as noted previously. In some 

instances, all the models gave comparable values and agreed fairly 

well with the measured value. The background Kr-85 value was 

approximately 15 pCi and was subtracted from the measured values. 

Although a considerable number of calculations were performed, 

only a few days were analyzed; an extensive analysis with more 

comparison days may be undertaken later. However, the days 

depicted in Table 3 were chosen as being the best days available 

for making comparative studies. 

Disagreements between measurements and estimates are assumed 

due to the following factors: 1) Kr-85 measurement errors, 2) 

meteorology measurement errors, 3) modeling physics, 4) numerical 

computation errors (including boundary treatment), and 5) source 

term errors. It is presently impossible to quantify the errors 

associated with each category because none of the errors can be 

determined on an absolute basis. 

Obviously, the wind field ascribed to the computational 

domain is crucial when dealing with isolated field positions. All 

the models used the same hourly computed mass consistent wind 

fields, which were derived from analyzing instantaneously measured 

data. There is no assurance that the winds are truly representa

tive over the hourly time period in which they are used. For 
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example, a 5 m/s wind that is off by 10° will place the centroid 

of a puff about 3 km away from its true position within an hour 

and miss the closest nodal position on a computational grid. 

However, the results of Table 3 show good correlation among the 

model predictions; i.e., erroneous advective transport has a 

significant effect on the differences between measured and 

calculated values. 

TABLE 3 

Measured Vs. Predicted Integral Concentrations 

Inte~ral Groundlevel Concentration, ECi 
Day/Month/Yr Hr Sta* Me as CF PS SM PIC 

100576 2200 12 0 0 6 0 0 
100576 2200 14 6600 1595 1595 410 673 
40677 1000 7 184 189 242 106 
40677 1000 8 616 2 134 125 
40677 2200 7 128 215 59 260 
40777 2200 10 147 186 107 178 
40777 2200 11 151 168 357 
71077 2100 8 390 0 159 184 

9 98 73 68 106 
10 121 79 9 0 
11 0 0 12 0 0 

71177 900 7 3 174 4 162 
8 15 6 0 0 
9 111 16 40 6 
10 27 0 0 0 

71277 900 8 0 640 722 426 
9 10 536 347 291 
10 146 531 739 864 
11 59 598 616 874 
12 168 266 202 
13 95 111 109 154 

* Station number as shown in Figure 5. 
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A statistical analysis of the model predictions was conducted 

to determine model effectiveness and reliability, although limited 

by the sparsity of data points. Measures of difference and corre

lation were analyzed, as recommended by Weber and Weber (1981), 

Bencala and Seinfeld (1979) and Fox (1981). Mean residuals (BIAS) 

and root mean squared error (RMSE) were selected as the measures 

of difference; the measures of correlation were based on standard 

Spearman (p) and Pearson (R) definitions for correlation coef

ficients. Spearman's coefficient, which is the Pearson correla

tion between ranks of predicted and measured values, is not as 

sensitive to outliers as the Pearson coefficient. Outliers are 

values which have little or no relation to the bulk of the data. 

However, both measured and predicted values near zero influence 

the Spearman coefficient more significantly. Pearson's coef

ficient is considered to be the most important statistic for 

variation in values; however, it is sensitive to outlier values. 

Table 4 lists the statistical parameters and values for the 

PIC, CF, and SM methods. The values were obtained by analyzing 

scatter diagrams of measured versus predicted values. Both the 

slope of a linear regression fit of the data and the square (R2 ) 

of the Pearson correlation coefficient are included in Table 4. 

A value of 1.0 for the slope denotes an exact prediction while the 

R2 value indicates how well the data fit the linear regression. N 

refers to the number of data points analyzed. 
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The three models were run for ten consecutive simulation 

days, corresponding to days when samples were measured twice 

daily. A Gaussian trajectory model (Pendergast, 1979) was run for 

comparative purposes. Although the data are limited, the 

statistical results tend to favor chapeau functions overall. 

While the RMSE is large, the correlations between measured and 

predicted values seem to slightly favor the chapeau function 

model, compared to the two quasi-Lagrangian schemes and the 

Gaussian-trajectory model. A regression slope of one indicates 

the predicted value is equal to the measured value (plus a bias). 

If the slope does not equal one, the relation between measured and 

predicted values may still be significant, but the model cannot be 

corrected with the bias. In general, none of the models l.S 

parti·cularly effective l.n predicting the measured values 

consistently. 

TABLE 4 

Statistical Results for Twice-Daily Predictions 

Model N R _P_ BIAS RMSE SLOPE R2 

CF 103 0.64 0.47 -41 167 1.28 0.41 
SM 103 0.35 0.61 -18 154 0.52 0.12 

PIC 103 0.25 0.63 -15 163 0.37 0.06 

Gaussian (Trajectory) 273 0.34 0.29 7 46 0.11 0.12 

Before a computational method for predicting pollutant 

dispersion can be adequately tested against mesured data, the 

quality of the meteorological data must be reliable, especially 
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when the model relies on measured wind data. The data set used in 

this sudy is felt to be complete enough to permit adequate verifi-

cation. Because of the economics involved, these three models 

were not run beyond the ten-day interval. Hopefully, further 

sophistication and new developments in numerical techniques will 

alleviate the model economic constraints. However, continued 

emphasis on understanding the basic physics is crucially 

important. 

CONCLUSIONS 

A comparison study of five numerical models for solution of 

the multidimensional advection-diffusion equation has been made. 

The numerical solutions show inherent strengths and weaknesses of 

each algorithm; insight into appropriate usage can be obtained 

from analyzing the results. The local interpolation based finite 

element methods, both linear (chapeau) and quadratic basis 

functions, are incapable of accurately resolving single cell 

distributions; therefore, they are not suitable for solving 

initial point-source transport problems. The pseudospectral 

method outperforms the finite element method in resolving single 

cell transport but still generates numerical dispersion error. 

The second moment and particle in cell methods, both of which 

utilize Lagrangian advection, accurately transport dispersion from 

single sources. 

In tests involving distributions over several cells, the 

finite element and pseudospectral methods perform as well (or more 

efficiently) than the second moment or particle in cell methods. 
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While the pseudospectral method appears the best overall performer 

for the analytical test cases evaluated, more computer time and 

delicate boundary condition handling are required (compared to 

finite element method flexibility). These differences become even 

more dominant for three-dimensional dispersion. 

Use of three-dimensional methods to predict Kr-85 emissions 

from the SRP illustrates questionable practicality for numerically 

modeling 3-D mesoscale situations. Of the three models tested, 

the chapeau function model appeared to be the best overall 

performer, although not the most accurate model in all situations. 

While several methods appear to exhibit superior accuracy and 

efficient computation time in one or two dimensions, extension to 

three dimensions produces rather inefficient and cumbersome 

programming problems. Unless situations occur in which complex 

wind fields, source emissions, and terrain irregularity exist, a 

complex multidimensional model to predict mesoscale transport 

seems uneconomical and unnecessary for general production 

purposes. 
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FIGURE 5. Krypton-85 Cryogenic Air Sampling Stations, 
Meteorological Towers and Surface Weather Stations 
Within 200 km of The SRP Source 
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